Strikers question Wiesner

After several attempts yesterday by anti-war strikers to confront MIT President Jerome Wiesner in his office, MIT's president answered questions from a packed room at Cambridge City Hall, held in the lobby of Building 7.

In other strike-related activity, a picket line was set up early this morning outside the MIT Campus Police headquarters at 77 Mass Ave. and, keeping with the only traffic short interrupt in its history, the line continued during the day, across and down the street. A crowd of several hundred was planted in a plaza in memory of Vietnam war dead. Other strikers were stationed outside the white paint on the steps of 77 Mass Ave.

The focus of the day's activities was on the Department of Defense. The Department's role in the Vietnam war has been challenged by MIT students who are organizing a broad political movement on the campus.

The Department of Defense is headquartered in Washington, D.C., and its activities are not subject to MIT's jurisdiction.
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